PRESSING ON…
The breadth of activities in
Church of Uganda Kisiizi
Hospital keeps life varied and
interesting and sometimes
challenging… so we thank you
for your interest and
encouragement and support as
we press on to serve our
patients, pupils and students,
visitors, staff, community,
country and God!
How do we do this?...
* In-Patient, Out-patient and
Community Health Services
* Chaplaincy / Pastoral services
* Community Insurance not for
profit scheme with over 43,000
beneficiaries in 5 districts...
* School of Nursing &
Midwifery with over 200
students & pupils…
* Primary School with 350
pupils integrating some with
special needs…
* Generating hydro-power for the hospital & local community …
* Child Sponsorship Scheme with around 360 children and students supported…
* Intern nurse & doctor training

* Kisiizi Falls Tourism

* Stre@mline Health Informatics

KISIIZI SCHOOL OF NURSING & MIDWIFERY

In the recent State Examination Finals, all of our student nurses and pupil midwives passed except for one diploma
level pupil who failed a practical paper. In the national sports championships for Schools of Nursing, one of our
students, Kabandize Athens, excelled and returned with medals.
Kisiizi is in important discussions with Bishop Stuart
University in Mbarara regarding the possibility of
establishing a Bachelors of Nursing Science degree
course to upgrade our training.
We continue to train Intern Doctors and Nurses allocated
by the Uganda National Intern Committee for their year
of consolidation and the annual changeover is scheduled
for 1st October when we expect 2 nurses and 10 doctors.
Continuing Professional Development seminar >>>

KISIIZI NURSING TEAM

Sarah Nahabwe, Damali Kagaaza, Loyce Biryomunsi & Jackline Nshabaruhanga, the team running the new cervical
cancer special screening clinic service every month. We appreciate support for this service from U-Shape. Patients
with HIV have increased risk of cervical cancer. At present Uganda does not have routine HPV (Human Papilloma
Virus) immunisation which has significantly reduced the incidence of cancer of the cervix in the west.

Sister Pamela Miremba, Principal Nursing Officer, after liaison with the Estates staff…

KISIIZI FINANCE TEAM
Jane (accountant), Charles &
Peter (external auditors), Moses
(Senior Hospital Administrator)
and Ronnie (Finance Manager)
recently met together in the
hospital Board Room with the
Medical Superintendent at the
end of the External Audit
process.
The resulting accounts will be
produced for review by the
Finance Sub-Committee of the
Board and then presented to
the Board of Governors in
October.
In the past few years Kisiizi has faced serious financial pressures with the unprecedented flooding in November
2017, the unexpected major impact of Brexit causing a 20% fall in exchange rates, increasing costs of staff and
medical supplies etc. and so we thank God that the actions taken and the generous support of friends of Kisiizi has
sustained our work.
If you would like to help the ongoing ministries of Kisiizi please contact Kisiizi Partners on www.kisiizipartners.org.uk
or look at the Supporting Kisiizi page on our website www.kisiizihospital.org.ug Thank you so much.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------KISIIZI CHAPLAINCY
Staff meet every weekday
morning at 8am in Chapel with
different people leading.
Here Dr Elias, intern, is speaking,
supported by Dr Albert, Medical
Officer, translating.
There will be a Mission in
October focusing especially on
Kisiizi staff…
Left to right: Dr Albert, Dr Elias,
Rev. Canon Joshua, Chaplain >>>

The Chaplaincy team work with our Ahumuza
Centre team and other staff across the hospital
to support pastoral care and counseling as Kisiizi
cares for many vulnerable people including
those with mental illness.
We still see some patients shackled in the
community because they are out of control and
it is a great joy when they are set free and are
once again found, in the words of the new
testament, “in his right mind”.

PATIENTS…
The hospital is busy, especially maternity (nine
months after Christmas!) with a whole spectrum of
conditions seen… this poor child had multiple stings
from a swarm of bees disturbed when he was with
his family digging on the hillside…
We are grateful for colleagues in the Laboratory
and imaging departments, pharmacy and
administration who all have key roles in caring for
our patients.

Ahmlet, one of our Laboratory
Technicians running urgent on-call
emergency tests …
<<< Steam from the Autoclaves
sterilizing instruments for clinical areas including
the operating theatres… but still time to check the mobile phone!

VISITORS
We appreciated the visit of Dr Sandro and Mrs
Paula Fagioli from Rome. Sandro is a
psychiatrist and Paula works for Italian TV.
Sandro worked with the Ahumuza team and
Paula took a lot of photographs in their few
weeks in Kisiizi.
Interestingly we have two other Italian visitors
here for a few months, Mattia, a
physiotherapist, with his wife Maddelena, a
nurse and their input has been valuable.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------KISIIZI HISTORY: Dr John & Mrs Doreen Sharp

Kisiizi was delighted to receive some copies of this lovely photo
of John and Doreen. John was the first doctor in Kisiizi when it
opened in 1958.
Doreen attended both the Golden and Diamond Jubilees in
Kisiizi as well as the Friends of Kisiizi Days in UK (the next one is
scheduled for November 16th in Reading with Bishop Benon
Magezi).

Doreen with Bishop Benon at the Diamond Jubilee 2018 >>>

FAREWELL DRS MAUREEN
& BRENDA!
We are pleased that two of our
Medical Officers have been
successful in obtaining places for
specialist training, Dr Maureen in
Paediatrics (the premier
specialty of course!) and Dr
Brenda in General Surgery.
Here they cut the cake
applauded by Dr Mercy, intern,
and Dr Francis Banya,
Consultant Obstetrician &
Gynaecologist.
Note the fresh flower
decoration for the mandatory
cake!

--------------------------------------------------------SUPPORT SERVICES
A whole range of support services are busy in Kisiizi
ranging from clinical areas such as the Rehabilitation
Unit providing physiotherapy, occupational and
orthopaedic clinical officer support, to the
mechanics, carpenters, plumbers etc.

What are the carpenters making?... see
later in this update!... >>>

Patients enjoying the
Rehab Unit
playground…

The nearest tarmac road is 50 minutes
drive away so our vehicles are running a
lot of the time on rough murram gravel
roads and take a lot of punishment. The
ambulance on the left is leaving to collect
a mother in labour who has developed
complications and needs urgent transfer
to Kisiizi.
The landrover below has run for many
years but is looking rather ill! Fred and the
team work hard to keep the vehicles on
the road and we thank God for protection

as many of our staff travel. We had one
accident in the past couple of months when
there could have been major injuries and the
hospital pick up sustained significant damage
but our staff were all unhurt.
“We really need a small lorry for our different
projects rather than having to always hire
one…and if we had one we would also gain
income by hiring it out to others “
Moses Mugume, Senior Hospital Administrator

SO IS IT ALWAYS SUNNY IN KISIIZI?!
Kisiizi can be challenging at times! The
management team, only 9 people, run not only
the Hospital but also the Kisiizi Community
Health Insurance scheme, Primary School,
School of Nursing & Midwifery, Kisiizi Power
Limited, Child Sponsorship, Kisiizi Falls tourism
and also supervise the Rubaabo Health subdistrict and conduct Intern training… so thank
you to those who encourage and pray for us
and sorry to those who complain when things
are not done as soon as they might wish! The
patients keep on coming day and night and
resources are stretched and staffing sometimes
inadequate so there can be frustrations.
Big hailstones recently fell with dramatic sound on the tin roofs!
We really appreciate the support towards staff costs and equipment
that encourages us to press on. The wish list for the future includes
equipment for upper-gastrointestinal endoscopy as we have a fairly
high incidence of stomach cancer and need to identify cases early
enough to intervene. We are looking forward to a visit by Ian Hunt,
an architect from Greyfriars Church in Reading, who will come at the
end of October to help plan for a new two storey ward block which
will provide valuable facilities. At present we anticipate it including a 3-bed Intensive Care Unit as well as a new
maternity and special care baby unit and ward areas.

EBOLA
The huge outbreak in eastern
Democratic Republic of Congo
continues but thankfully no further
cases have come over into Uganda.
The map below shows the outbreak
area early September 2019 and the
relative location of Kisiizi….

“Although there are possible early
signs of the outbreak easing,
including the decrease in numbers of
new confirmed cases in Beni and
Mandima, these must be interpreted
with caution and it is too soon to
know if this is an indication of a
decrease in transmission intensity of
EVD. The outlook of the outbreak
remains fragile due to the volatile
context of the response.”
WHO statement September 2019.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STRE@MLINE IT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS
The Kisiizi-developed Stre@mline system now has over
100,000 patients in Kisiizi and as we write is being
moved onto a new platform. We are working hard on
achieving In-Patient billing on Stre@mline as we
suspect we lose some income when paper records are
mislaid for whatever reason. To achieve this we had to
incorporate investigation ordering from the wards in an
affordable way and this is now in place and has had the
extra benefit that now tests can be run simultaneously
rather than sequentially so results are available to
clinicians more quickly.

We are currently migrating Stre@mline to a new platform that
will allow on-going development and we are grateful to our
partners from Innovation Streams in Mbarara working with us
in this important exercise.

KISIIZI FALLS
TOURISM
PROJECT
This has exceeded
all predictions with
over 21,000 visitors
since opening just before Christmas
2016.
We have recently opened up a lovely
walk to Otter Falls near to Kisiizi
Upper, all on Kisiizi land. The name
comes from reports of sightings of
otters in the valley above Kisiizi Falls.
Increasingly Kisiizi Falls is an oasis for
birds as more and more land is utilised for
growing crops or timber. So we are enjoying
the birds moving in to the lagoons where we
have one area for the birds and another for
canoeing.
As we have school and university groups
coming we want to stimulate insight into
environmental issues including the use of
renewal energy. The new waterwheel (that’s
what the carpenters were making!) on the
outlet from the lagoon will be linked to a small
dynamo to illustrate the generation of hydroelectricity before visitors go to the main
300kW generator which powers Kisiizi and the
community up to 7km away.

Above: Malachite kingfisher
Proceeds help the Kisiizi Hospital Good Samaritan
Fund which supports the poorest patients. Kisiizi has
never turned patients away in its 61 years history
and the Fund has helped many over the years.
Below: Uganda’s national symbol, the magnificent
grey crowned crane…
Thank you for your interest,
encouragement, prayers and
support. If you have visited
yourself then please put a
review on Trip Advisor for Kisiizi
Falls. Thank you.
Do try and attend Friends Day
UK if you are free!
www.kisiizihospital.org.ug
www.kisiizifalls.com
www.streamlinehealth.org

FAREWELL TO OUR INTERNS AND TO DR ROBERT
Another batch of intern doctors and nurses has just completed their year in Kisiizi and shared the farewell party for
Dr Robert Mugarura, our specialist surgeon, who has left after many years of faithful service which we greatly
appreciate. 3 of the interns have been recruited to Medical Officer posts. A new group of interns started on 1st
October, they are allocated by the National Intern Committee and come from different parts of Uganda and a range
of different medical schools.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Much of the world literature on Community Health Insurance Schemes focuses on the
financial protection they offer which is of course a very valuable aspect aligning with
the World Health Organization’s goal of avoiding catastrophic health expenditure that
may seriously damage a family if they have to sell land or other possessions to access
health care in an emergency. The Kisiizi scheme, the oldest in Uganda, has also
demonstrated health benefits. As described in our newsletter a couple of months ago
on our website www.kisiizihospital.org.ug childhood stunting falls over 5% a year for
families in the scheme compared to those not covered. Recently we have also found a
striking difference in admission rates from the Kisiizi clinic when we compare insured vs
uninsured, most likely due to the
insured group coming earlier in
the course of their illness and so
not being so seriously unwell.
Of those seen in OPD, % admitted

A medical student from UK on
her elective analysed the data
from our Stre@mline IT system.
When we asked her “what was
the sample size?” she surprised
us saying “just over 95,000!”
It encourages us to grow the
scheme more as we see the
impact it has.
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We are delighted to report that Bishop Benon and his wife Gladys have their UK visas so will be at Friends Day!

www.kisiizihospital.org.ug

www.kisiizifalls.com

www.streamlinehealth.org

